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Multiscale Snapshots: Visual Analysis of Temporal Summaries in
Dynamic Graphs
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Fig. 1. Overview of our Multiscale Snapshots approach: We (1) recursively create temporal summaries (snapshots) of graphs at
different temporal scales (time granularities); (2) We then apply an unsupervised graph learning method (graph embedding) to learn
low-dimensional representations of snapshots; Then, we (3) then give an exploratory visualization that organizes the snapshots of
different temporal granularities in a hierarchy, to provide an overview of the evolving structural properties, which utilizes the graph
embeddings for analytical tasks (e.g., similarity search) . The approach allows rich interaction with the temporal and structural
aggregates to understand large time-dependent graphs, for example, to visually analyze reoccurring temporal states.
Abstract-The overview-driven visual analysis of large-scale dynamic graphs poses a major challenge. We propose Multiscale
Snapshots, a visual analytics approach to analyze temporal summaries of dynamic graphs at multiple temporal scales. First, we
recursively generate temporal summaries to abstract overlapping seq uences of graphs into compact snapshots. Second, we apply
graph embeddings to the snapshots to learn low-dimensional representations of each sequence of graphs to speed up specific analytical
tasks (e.g., similarity search) . Third , we visualize the evolving data from a coarse to fine-granular snapshots to semi-automatically
analyze temporal states, trends, and outliers. The approach enables us to discover similar temporal summaries (e.g., reoccurring
states), reduces the temporal data to speed up automatic analysis, and to explore both structural and temporal properties of a dynamic
graph. We demonstrate the usefulness of our approach by a quantitative evaluation and the application to a real-world dataset.

I NTRODUCTION

A dynamic graph models changing relationships berween entities over
time. Many real-world data analysis problems rel y on dynamic graphs,
including, among others, social , co mputer, and communication networks, and in practice, contain l arge amounts of dynamic data, hence
presenting challenges for effective expl oration. An impo11ant task in
such dynamic graphs is to obtain an overview of the evolving topology by identifying meaningful temporal interval s and their underlying
changing structural properties (22]. For instance, analysts are ofcen
interested in the identification of stable, reoccurring, transition, and
outlier states (60]. However, as dynamic graphs are often large-scale
and evol ve over long periods, it i s a major challenge to identi fy suitabl e anal ysis methods and present the data in a readable, scal abl e, and
expressive manner [13]. Previous approaches for vi sual anal ysis of
dynamic graph data, therefore, often incorporate temporal abstraction
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methods (e.g., temporal aggregation and dimensionality reduction)
to provide an overview of higher- level structures over time [60]. Tn
rea l-world applications, the usefulness of such temporal abstrnction
methods depends on many factors, including the selection of an appropri ate temporal scale, the user task at hand, graph size, and frequency
of topological changes. Currently, visual analytics systems for dynamic
graphs lack methods for the visual analysis of dynamic processes at
different temporal abstraction scal es (multiscale analysi s), often leaving the analyst with the challenging task of distinguishing overlapping
temporal changes manually.
We propose Multiscale Snapshots, a novel visual analytics approach
to semi-automatically provide a multiscale overview of structural and
temporal changes in dy namic graphs. We combine temporal hierarchi cal abstractions with unsupervised graph learning methods to enable
the identificati on of similar evol ving graphs. First, the temporal hierarchjcal snapshots summarize the dynamic graph recursively at multiple
temporal scales to reduce the size ofthe large-scale data. Second, we
apply unsupervised graph learn ing (e.g., graph2vec [50]) to the snapshots of the hierarchy to learn low-dimensional representations of graph
sequences, which enables users to use th e embeddings for anal ytical
tasks (e.g., similarity search) and later on to adapt the temporal scale
semi-automaticall y. T hfrd, the visualization of the hierarchy of snapshots provides an overview of trends, allows users to compare periods,
and to explore structural as weil as temporal properties of dynamic
graphs. The approach enables exploring various abstraction methods
at multiple temporal scales t o provide an overview of !arge dynamic
graphs temporal and structural properties.
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With Multiscale Snapshots, we can retrace how dynamic pattems
and changing graph properties affect the overall evolving data, and compare temporal structures at different levels of temporal resolution. The
contributions of this work are the following: (1) The Mu ltiscale Snapshots approach to visuall y analyze temporal and structural similarities
at multiple temporal scales; (2) A temporal hierarchical abstraction using unsupervised graph leaming methods to reduce the size of dynamic
graphs and speed up analytical tasks (e.g., similarity search).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses the related work. Section 3 describes the addressed problems,
the research gap, and the design goals. In Section 4, we describe the
Multiscale Snapshots approach and our implementation. In Section
5, we quantitatively evaluate and apply the approach to a real-world,
large-scale dynamic graph. A discussion is given in Section 6, before
Section 7 concludes.

2 RELATED W O RK
Multiscale Snapshots combines temporal summaries with graph embeddings to present an overview ofthe underlying dynamic phenomena.
Tn the fol lowing, we discuss related work from automated ana lys is,
visua li zation, visual analytics, and multiscale visualization approaches
for dynamic graphs.
2.1 Dynamic Graph Analysis and Visualization
The visual analysis of long graph sequences has lately gained research
attention [ 13). The automatic analysis, such as the temporal analysis of
static as weil as dynamic graph metrics (e.g., centrality, diameter [ 19],
or change centrality [33]), enables us to examine structural properties
of the data. Fu1thermore, recent approaches in unsupervised leaming
focus on embedding graph structures into low-dimens ional space [65).
However, only analyzing such automatically extracted structurnl properties might hide specific local dynamic changes (e.g„ changes of
density) and may fail to capture the overall dynamic phenomena [65].
lnteractive visualizations can overcome these challenges by allowing
analysts to explore the dynamic relationships in their evolving structural context, and several visualization techniques for dynamic graphs
have been proposed. Popular approaches display dynamic graphs as
animations [8, 30,54), timeline [11,28, 29, 38, 64J and hybrid visualizations (9, 23, 55]. For fuJther reading, we refer to the surveys of
Kerracher et al. (44], Beck et al. [ 13], and Nobre et al. (52].
Many of the proposed visualization techniques, however, do not
scale to a large number of nodes, edges, and time steps at the same
time [37). Consequently, to adapt existing techn iques to large-sca le dynamic graphs, visual analytics approaches were proposed that combine
automatic analysis methods with interactive visualizations to reduce
the presented data and highlight structural changes.
2.2 Visual Analytics of Dynamic Graphs
The visual ana lytics of dynamic graphs aims to seamlessly integrate
graph anal ysis methods [5 I] with visualization techn iques [ 13] to interactively analyze the evolving structural properties. Such visual
analytics approaches fäcilitate abstraction methods for large-scale dynamic graphs to reduce the amount of data and provide an overview
of high-level changes. The usefulness of such abstraction methods,
however, depends on the applied method (e.g., temporal clustering) and
input parameters (e.g„ number of clusters) (38]. Therefore, according
to Aigner et al. [4], it is essential to interactively adapt abstraction
methods and tune their underlying parameters to identify changes that
otherwise wou ld remain hidden.
Tn general, there are two categories of abstraction methods; data
space abstraction (e.g„ sampling, clustering) and visual space abstraction (e.g., zooming, focus-and-context) [27]. The data space
abstraction. in dynamic graphs reduces the number of graph elements
or time steps (56]. Often, data space abstraction methods lower the
resolution of the data (e.g., temporal aggregation [49]). For instance,
Van den Elzen et al. [60] proposed a visual analytics approach that
segments and aggregates sequences of graphs to a vector and applies
dimensionality reduction to obtain an overview of the states in dynamic graphs. However, the resulting overview depends strongly on

the selected segmentation scale and the abstraction method (extracted
features) into vectors. Further, the dimensionality reduction technique
is hard to interpret as th e projection does not visualize the evolving
graph structure. For an overview of data space abstraction methods,
we recommend the recent su rvey of Liu et al. [47). The visual space
abstraction methods in dynamic graphs reduce the amount of presented
data (e.g., by applying zooming (14]). Many of the visual space abstraction methods allow the user to interactively change the depicted
level ofdetail [1,7, 17,3 1,4 1,63,66). Forexample, temporal navigation
methods help to interactively adapt the horizontal (e.g., TempoVis [3])
and vertical (e.g., Bender-deMoll and McFarland [ 16]) time dimen sion. Multiple visual analytics approaches, including visual abstraction
merlwds, were recently proposed. For instance, Small MultiPiles [9]
enables users to interactively stack and present a sequence of graphs as
piles of adjacency matrices to reduces the number of displayed views.
Furthermore, Cubix [10] allows users to visuall y explore adjacency
matrices of dynamic graphs in a cube metaphor. However, in both
approaches, the identification of temporal panems in Iong sequences
of adjacency matrix visualizations remains challenging due to li mited
display space and overlapping issues in 30 visualizations.
Many of the previously proposed approaches focus mainly on aggregation and display the abstracted temporal or structural dimension at
one scale, which makes it challenging to investigate the inftuences of
abstr.action methods on the resulting visualization, as patterns may be
found at different scales and intervals. Multiscale visualizations aim
to overcome these challenges by simultaneously displaying different
levels of abstraction, hence providing an encompassing overview of
possible structural and temporal aggregation levels.

2.3 Multiscale Dynamic Graph Visualizations
Multiscale (multiresolution) visualizations present the data at multiple
user-defined levels of abstraction and are useful toset detailed abstraction levels into the overall temporal context (32]. For example, Javed
and E lmqvist [42] stack different levels of zoomed time-series data in a
tree structure to serve as a graphical history and preserve the context
during zooming. Nearly all of the previously mentioned approaches
visualize the dynamic graphs on a single time granularity (scale) using
mostly one adjustable abstraction method. One notable exception is
the recent work of Burch and Reinhardt (22] that proposed a timeline visualization technique that allows exploring dynamic graphs at
different temporal granularities. However, the approach focuses on bipartite graphs, and due to the overplotting produced by the interleaving
method, the identification of temporal patterns remains challenging.
Most of the listed approaches for dynamic graphs focus on the analysis of dynamic graphs at a particular temporal scale and require the
manual definition of pararneters. For instance, the work of Van den
Elzen et a l. [60] requires users to define a discretization scale, feature
selection, and the choice of a suitable dimensionality reduction technique. l n contrast to these approaches, we propose using temporal
hierarchical abstractions with unsupervised leaming methods to explore input parameters (e.g., discretization scale) and simultaneously
visualize graph sequences at different levels of temporal abstraction.

3

APPLICATI ON BACKGROUND

The analytical goal of our approach is to provide an overview of evolving graph properties at multiple abstraction scales. Tn the following, we
describe the add ressed problems, the research gap we close, and our
derived design goals.

3.1 Problem Description
The starting point of data analysis is often an overview visualization to
examine the overall data structure, and to identify useful analytical and
visualization techniques [57]. However, providing an overview of largescale dynamic graphs can be challenging for mul tiple reasons (13].
First, the complexity and size of data pose various challenges as many
dynamic graph visualization techniques do not scale [ 12). Second, it is
challenging to visuali ze dynamic graphs as there is a trade-off between
displaying the detai led grap h structure for each time step, and also
presenting the evolving properties over time. For instance, animations
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Table 1. The comparison highlights the essential temporal properties
of related visualization techniques, ordered by publication date, and
assessed by us to the best of our knowledge from analysis of the works.
The visualization category classifies the techniques using the taxonomy
of Beck et al. (13]. The scalability category elaborates on multiscale
temporal approaches and the temporal scalability w ith large scalability
meaning a dynamic graph w ith more than 1000 graphs. The temporal
explorability is adapted from the work of Nobre et al. [52] and illustrates
whether the graph structures (e.g„ neighbors, clusters) are explorable
and comparable within the temporal dimension.

Support the exploration of each static graph over time. However,
animations are considered unsuited to provide an overview of long
periods due to the problems caused by cognitive effort [8, 40, 59]
and difficulties maintaining a mental map in dynamic graphs [54].
Third, creating compact temporal abstractions (summaries) of dynarnic
graphs is user task-dependent and relies upon the application domain
as well as data properties. For example, a fine-grained temporal
aggregation in large-scale dynarnic graphs results in various intervals
with little information unable to provide an overview (16). In contrast,
coarse-scale aggregation produces only a few intervals, which may
contain a high variance, where meaningful intervals could go unnoticed.
Finding appropriate levels of abstraction is a non-trivial task (45].

3.2

Gaps in Related Approaches

We compare a selection (see Table 1) of recent work on dynamic graph
visualization to point out the gap we intend to close. The selected
publications are based on the recursive search of references from
the recent surveys of Beck et al. ( 13] and Nobre et al. [52]. The
categories of our comparison comprise visualization techniques from
the dynarnic graph taxonomy [13], the temporal scalability, incl uding
multiscale approaches, and the temporal explorability of different
graph structures [52].
Thc comparison rcvcals scvcral insights. First, thc numbcr of temporal multiscale approaches for dynarnic graphs is li mited. Mu ltiscale
approaches present either time series in a multiresolution design (e.g.,
graph metrics [38]) or include visualizations having multiscale characteristics (e.g., time curves [ 11]). Second, timeline visualizations
(time-to-space mappings) reduce the size of the data and are suitable
to provide an overview of a sequence of graphs. However, such approaches abstract and discretize structural information at one temporal
scale (uniform time slicing), often requiring users to manually identify overlapping temporal pauerns [62J. For example, timeline-based
visualizations often require to define input parameters, e.g., discretization parameters and derived features [60). Third, current work either
introduce a single complex visualization, or the combination of various
simple views, which poses the question of how 10 mTange the different
visualizations in the limited screen space and link them effectively.
In summary, a significanl number or visualization tcchniques view a
dynamic graph as a series of static graphs which neglects to simultaneously capture 1he evolving structural properties of dynamic graphs. In
contrast to previous approaches, we interactively apply an un supervised
graph learning method (graph embeddings) on a multiscale tempora l
hierarchy to directly learn structural properties. We furthermore use
graph embeddings as a fam iliar representation for an analytical user ta5k
(e.g., simi larity search, comparison) and utilize the visual exploration
of different visual metaphors.

3.3 Design Goals
We derived three design goals for our visual design from the previously
described problem description, the research gap, and also research
challenges outlined in relaled work (6, 12, 13).
Gl: Time-oriented visual analysis The visual analysis of dynarnic
graphs Jacks new paradigms to examine structural (static) and temporal properties simultaneously. First, the identification of strnctural
properties, e.g., clusters in a static graph, allows searching for sirnilar structural properties over time. Such an exploration enables users
to identify temporal states and conlinue to search for similar trends,
reoccurring structures, and outlier structures.
G2: Tempora! multiscale overview Our core idea is to provide an
overview of multiple levels of temporal granularity, which facilitates
users 10 rela1e higher-level overviews with low-level delails. Such a
mu ltiscale overview allows detecting useful temporal analysis scales
and gives additional context while navigating the temporal dimension
(e.g., temporal filtering). For instance, a multiscale overview allows
comparing states and transitions across multiple temporal granulari1ies.
G3: Multiple visual metaphors The combination of different visual metaphors in a consistent interface allows adjusting the visualization to the data characteristics of particular inlervals. lt also increases
the task coverage by enabling an analyst to adapt the visual represen tations to the task at hand. For example, matrix-based visualization
1echniques are better suited for dense subsequences of dynamic graphs.
4

MULTISCALE SNAPSHOTS

Multiscale Snapshots provides an overview of higher-level and finegrained temporal intervals of large-scale dynamic graphs. The approach
reduces the complexity of the data by integrating temporal summarization and graph embeddings in an interactive multiscale visualization.
Our proposed visual analytics approach consists of three adjustable
steps (see Fig. 1) to promote the exploration and summari zation tasks
for dynamic graphs [20]. The lirsl step transforms the temporal dimension into a hierarchy of snapshots summarizing subsets of the dynamic
graph into overlapping multiscale intervals. The second Slep reduces the
complexity of the snapsho1s by embedding the summaries of the evolving 1opology into vector representations (e.g„ using graph2vec [50]).
The mapping of intervals into vec1or representation allows us to automatically adjust the visualization to highlight temporal states, trends,
and outliers. The third step transforms the abstracted temporal data
into a flexible and interactive hierarchical visualization and supports
essential interaction as weil as naviga1ion methods 10 analyze the evolving graph structure visually. Furthermore, the visualization in1ends
to increase the task coverage by combining different visualizations of
dynamic graphs in a consistent interface. The following subsections
describe each transformation step in more detail.

4.1

Temporal Hierarchical Snapshots

Dynamic graphs mode l relationships over ti me (e.g., social networks) and can be described as a nu mbe r of T static graphs DG =
(G1 , G2, „., G7). The temporal abstraction of dynamic graphs (e.g.,
aggregation, filtering) helps to reduce the data size, speed up temporal queries, support interactive analysis, and el iminates noise (47).
However, the temporal abstraction of sequence graphs into summaries
remains challengi ng due to the selection of time granularity, wh ich
de.pends on many factors (e.g„ application, data size), as weil as the
choice of abstraction method (e.g., summarization).
In various dynamic graph visualizations, a si mple selection of one
time granularity (uniform ti me-slicing) is used due to the s implicity
of the approac h [62] . Tn contrast, we propose a recursive temporal
abstraction into a hierarchy with temporal overlaps to model mu ltiple
time granularities (see Fig. 2). We generate and stack multiple partitionings usi ng uniform inlervals (time slices) of different temporal
granularities. We organize the stacked partitionings in a hierarchy that
orders the different levels of abstraction (discretizations) from coarse to
fine-grained temporal representations. Our bottom-up approach groups
pe!f default the temporal di mension into intervals of length 2 1 with the
level l E 1, ... , p og(T )l . Fig. 2 displays an example partitioning for a
dynamic graph with eight time steps. The level one of the hierarchy
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Fig. 2. The Figure displays the generation of temporal hierarchical s napshots for a dynamic graph with eight timesteps. First, the dynamic graph is
partitioned into overlapping intervals at four levels of temporal granularity. The fourth level contains all data, and the first level consists of intervals of
size one (static graphs). Second, abstraction methods are applied to the intervals to generate different compact summaries of the subsets of the
dynamic graph. The result is a hierarchy of temporal snapshots that contains multiple summary graphs (e.g„ union, intersection, and disjoint graph.
consists of intervals of length one, containing only one graph of the
evolving data. The intervals are generated using a roll ing window
method, which faci litates time discretization without hard boundaries.
The rolling window approach for level l is computed by shifting the
interval of width 2' by the temporal overlap of width 21- 1. This resu lts
in each level havi ng fT/ 21- 11 intervals and the whole hierarchy having (3 · T ) - 1 intervals. Essentially, as seen in Fig 2, each generated
interval overlaps partly (e.g., per default half) with the next interval
except for the level one (single graph) and the root node (all graphs).
The default recursive partitioning into multiscale intervals resu lts in
the height of flog(T )l. In practice, for most datasets, the height of the
hierarchy is below 20 ( < 1 mi llion graphs). The width of time slicing
can be modified to the application domain, for example, intervals with
a width of a day, week, month, year.
The uniform time-s licing produces intervals of the same width for
each level. The generation of non-uniform intervals for each level can
be computed by applying temporal clustering techniques with vru·ying
input parameters. For example, the temporal clustering approach of
Hadlack et al. (38] can be used to identify similar substructures based
on graph properties to provide an overview of temporal trends. A
hierarchy of temporal intervals can also be automatically generated by
faci litating unsupervised learning with boundary detectors to obtain
hierarchical temporal dependencies at different time scales (25]. The
generation of such hierarchical temporal dependencies only works on
time·series data of a dynamic graph, for example, on evolving graph
metrics such as average clusteri ng coefficient or density. Therefore,
applying such methods remains challenging as there is no single graph
metric that can capture all of the evolving graph structures.
The temporal abs1racrion aims to summarize and capture the evolving structural properties of sequences of graphs. We suggest utilizing
multiple abstraction methods to generate diverse representations of
the generated mu ltisca le intervals as there is not a single abstraction
method ab le to encode all evolving properties of a dynamic graph. We
transform the intervals into graph summaries per default us ing set op·
erations (union, intersection, disjoint graph). For example, the union
operation abstracts the interval into a supergraph, which helps to pro·
vide an overview of all nodes and edges (37]. The three default graph
summarization techniques (see Fig. 2) are the union graph that consists
of a union of the set of all node and edge sets. The inrersection graph
which consists of all nodes appearing more than i-times in the interval.
The disjoinr graph consists of all nodes appearing less than Hirnes in
the interval. We set the default value for the parameter i to the interval
overlap of an interval. If the values of i are below the interval overlap,
th is wil l most probably result in successive intervals with a similar
intersection and disjoint graphs.
We call the th ree computed graph summaries of an interval a snapshot S1,k (see Fig. 2). A snaps hot aims to capture the structural and
temporal properties of a sequence of graphs on level l and the k generated interval. The resulting intervals of the snapshots can be indexed
in an interval tree to support the efficient support window queries, for
example, ident ifyi ng the best filling interval to a user-defined period.
We suggest, furthermore, utilizing more graph summarization methods
based on the analytical task, data characteristics, and application do·
main. For example, we implemented a community detection algorithm

(e.g., the Clauset-Newman-Moore algorithm (26)) to reduce the overnll
number of nodes in each static graph and to extract higher-level prop·
erties (e.g., meta-nodes and edges). For more graph summarization
methods that can be added to our approach, we refer to the survey by
Liu et al. [47].
Overall, the first step resul ts in a hicrarchy of abstracted snapshots
at different temporal granularities (see Fig. 2). Every interval in the
hierarchy contains multiple graph summaries, which can be used for
different types of queries later on. For example, we can search for
similar changes between intervals by using the disjoint graphs to identify reoccurring changes in the dynamic graph. The resulting temporal
hierarc hy of the dynamic graphs is used in the next step of our Multiscale Snapshots approach by mapping each summary to its vector
representation.

4.2

Multiscale Dynamic Graph Index

As for the next step, the resulting hierarchical snapshots are learned and
embedded into low-dimensional space to reduce the complexity of the
graphs and speed up analytical tasks (e.g., similarity search). The main
goal is to use unsupervised learning methods to model the similarities
between the different multiscale temporal summaries and reduce the
complex data characteristics to low-dimensional vectors preserving
information. We apply a graph embedding (e.g„ graph2vec (50]) to
map all snapshot graphs (e.g„ union and disjoint graphs) to vector representations. In contrast to earlier approaches (e.g., Van den Elzen (60)),
unsupervised graph leaming methods learn the topological structures
of graphs and do not require any hand-engineered features. The em·
beddi ngs can be precomputed and are also typically small enough to fit
into main memory. To the best of our knowledge, Multiscale Snapshots
is the first visual ana lytics approach to propose using unsupervised
graph learning methods with difterent temporal granulruities to visually
analyze intervals sharing similar properties over time.
Recently, new unsupervised graph learning methods have been proposed to leam node and graph embeddings [65]. However, many of
thcse rnethods rnain ly focus on learning static graph cmbeddings and
cannot model the evolving properties of dynamic graphs [65]. In con·
trast to earlier approaches, we propose to model dynamic graphs by
embedding sumrnaries of subsets of the evolving data to capture the
temporal dependencies between graphs. The analyst can apply graph
embeddings such as graph2vec [50], GL2Yec (24], and FGSD (61]
to the snapshots. The approach embeds all snapshots of the temporal
hierarchy except for the level one (single graphs), which results in the
embedding of 2T - 1 snapshots. The resulting 27 - 1 embeddings are
also "ndexed to support efficient K-nearest neighbor search queries. We
employ the following two index structures: an interval tree to support
efficient temporal queries for the intervals, and an individual index
structure for each level. We utilize for the indexing of the graph ernbeddjngs the proposed method of Malkov et al. [48] to perform a fast
K-nearest neighbor search in each level.
In our evaluation (see Sec. 5), we compare different unsuperv ised
graph embeddings, discuss the scalabil ity of the approaches, and show
that the embeddings of the snapsh oL~ are able to capture structurnl as
weil as temporal changes.
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4.3

Multiscale Snapshots Visualization

The final step applies a visual mapping to organize the temporal snapshots in a multiscale visualization to enable the visua l ana lysis of the
generated snapshots and uses the graph embeddi ngs for anal ytical tasks.
In the following, we describe the components of our visual and interaction design (see Fig. 3).
The visualization presents the hierarchy of snapshots and orders
them from coarse to granular scale (top-down) and facilitates the horizontal (time) as weil as vertical (time granularity) temporal navigation
to search for similar properties over time (Gl). The visualization stacks
and displays the multiscale temporal abstractions (G2), allowing to
analyze and compare the abstracted data at different temporal granularities. Presenting multiple abstraction levels enables us to gain more
knowledge about the underlying abstracted dynamic graph (e.g„ data
distribution) [32]. The highest level (root) displays an aggregated version of the whole dynamic graph (e.g„ union graph), and the bottom
level enables us to depict a limited number of each time step. The
levels in-between allow visualizing a subset of the generated snapshots
in snapshots views Uuxtaposed small multiples).
A snapshot view combines different visual metaphors in a consistent
interface to increase the task coverage (G3) and displays one of the
summary graphs (e.g„ union graph). Every view enables users to depict
the data using four kinds of visual metaphors (node-link, adjacency
matrix, animation, and time series of graph metrics). We use these
visual metaphors since the individual benefits, and drawbacks of the
representations are weil studied (e.g„ graph layout and matrix reordering) (13]. We utilize multiple visual metaphors for certain intervals as
the usefulness of dynamic graph visualization depends on the underlying changing data (e.g„ sparse versus dense graphs) (22]. We consider
our snapshot views as hybrid visualizalions, as the view combines different visual metaphors in small multiple representations. Furthermore,
the Clauset-Newman-Moore community detection algorithm (26) is
applied to minimize visual clutter and to reduce the number of nodes in
a snapshot view, if the size of the displayed summary graph exceeds a
specific threshold (more than 100 nodes). This threshold is based on the
size classification of Nobre et al. (52]. The resulting communities are
then shown as meta-nodes and allow to lilter the respective nodes and
edges of the community for the entire Multiscale Snapshot visualization.
For instance, the filtering of a structural cluster allows us to explore
the evolving properties of the cluster in the displayed snapshot views.
The snapshot view also visualizes derived structural properties using
the background color of each snapshot view to high light differences
between adjacent visual metaphors. The derived properties (graph metrics) of the summary graph are used to identify and emphasize tempora l
or structural graph properties. For instance, we compute graph metrics
such as the sum of the number of edges in u snupshot, which indicates
the density of the underlying graph sequence. A linear color scale from
light blue (low values) to darker blue (high values) is used to high light
changes of the derived structural properties (39].
The use of multiple levels of j uxtaposed small multiples remains
challenging due to li mited display space and the preservation of the
viewer's mental map. The simultaneous presentation of multiple Jevels
and their snaps hot views does not visuall y scale due to the restricted
display space with an increasing nu mber of snapshot views, as the
readabi lity of eac h view dec reases. We, the refore, incorporate visual
space abstraction methods to limit the number of displayed levels and
snapshots views. The number of displayed levels is limited (default
four), and during the vertical navigation, the respective lowest or highest
level of tempora l granularity is removed. Furthermore, we abstract
snapshot views to reduce the nu mber of shown visual izations and on
particular snapshots whi le keeping the context of the abstracted views
(focus-and-context principle). An abstracted snapshot is displayed as
a compact colored rectangle without any visual representation. The
background color can be mapped to extracted graph metrics of the
selected summary grap h, for example, the number of nodes as weil
as edges, average clustering coefficient, density, and transitivity. The
coloring of such abstractcd snapshot views enables the identification of
intervals with specific properties, such as subsequences of dense graphs.
In general, the usage of such color indicating graph properties allows
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Fig. 3. The hierarchy organizes and displays the summaries from
the snapshots from coarse to fine·grained representations. The visual
metaphors in each snapshot view can be manually or semi·automatically
adapted. The snapshot views can be abstracted to reduce the number
of displayed views and duplicate information. The background color of
each snapshot is mapped to graph metrics (e.g„ number of edges).
users to identify and compare temporal intervals (58]. The abstraction
can be done manua ll y by reducing ind ividual snapshot views or whole
levels of the hierarchy, using a user-driven threshold, and an automated
abstraction algorithm.
The automated algorithm limits the number of intervals by traversing
the hierarchy and abstracting redundant information. The algorithm
abstracts snapshots if the number of views exceeded a specific threshold,
or if the algorithm detects duplicate displayed periods. The algorithm
traverses eac h level of the hierarchy (top-down) and compares the
disp layed snapshots at each level against each other. Tf coarse snapshots
(high level) are displayed in the fine-grained snapshots (low levels), they
are abstracted. The automatic abstraction is done based on overlapping
windows in the interval tree, which means that the snapshot view
with the highest overlap with low-level snapshots is abstracted. The
algorithm compares, for example, the time interval of the root view
ag:ainst all other not abstracted snapshots, and if the periods of these
more granular levels display the majority of temporal information of
the root view, then the root snapshot view is abstracted. The thresho lds
for the automatic abstraction algorithm, such as the overall number of
levels and snapshot views, are adjustable by the analyst.
Furtherrnore, we aim to preserve the viewer's mental map, which
increases the readability and interpretability of the evolving data (54].
To maintain thc vicwcr's mental map, wc fix and usc onc global layout
for each visual metaphor. For instance, we compute one layout for the
overall supergraph of the dynamic graph. Furthermore, the usage of
linking and brushing aims to preserve the mental map between adjacent
sn:apshots that are using different visual metaphors and the different
levels of abstraction in the hierarchy.
Multiscale Snapshots utilizes the graph embeddings for automated
an.a lysis to identify trends, reoccurring, and outlier states. For example, an analyst can select a snapshot view and can apply a k-nearest
neighbor search query to detect similar summary graphs (see the query
interface Fig. 4). The detected k-nearest neighbor snapshots can also
be disaggregated to more granular views using the interval tree (drilldown). T he simi larity searc h can also be applied to a particular type
of summary graph, for instance, search for similar intersection graphs.
Such simi larity queries also enable to semi-automatically abstract and
ad.apt the displayed snapshot views. T he k-nearest neighbor queries
can also be applied to particul ar intervals (subqueries) and to specific
Levels, which allows examining the summaries of the dynamic graphs
in a top-down manner. The embeddings can also be used to cluster
levels ofthe hierarchy and to identify outlier states by applying outlier
de~ection algorithms [2].
In summary, the visual design provides an overview of snapshots of
a dynamic graph by combining automatic analysis methods with visual
space abstraction methods (focus-and-context).
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4.4

Multiscale Snapshots Prototype

We show the usefulness of our approach by applying it to real-world
data using our prototype 1• The prototype consists of two components (see Fig. 4 A-8): the Multiscale Snapshots visualization and the
query interface. Both components allow users to explore and semiautomatically search for similar temporal states in the dynamic graph.
The Mu.ltiscale Snapsbots visualization consists of a toolbar, the
stacked snapshot views, and two context bars. The toolbar faci litates
the application of automated analysis methods (e.g„ open the query
interface) and visualizes the summary graphs of the snapshots (e.g„
display union or intersection graph). Furthermore, the toolbar enables
changi ng the data space abstraction methods (e.g„ filter and cluster
nodes) and adapting visual transfonnations (e.g„ reordering algorithms
for matrix visua li zation). The prototype displays by defau lt the root of
the hierarchy as a supergraph (uni on graph) using a node- link diagram
visualization. The layout of the node-link diagram is computed once for
the root supergraph usi ng per default the Fruchterman-Reingold [34]
layout algorithm and later used for all snapshot views. The hierarchy enables an analyst to navigate horizontally (time) or vertically (overview
to detail) on the tempora l dimension. The two context bars display
additional information during the horizontal and vertical navigation of
the temporal dimension. The time context bar on the top shows the
visualized intervals, and the level context bar on the right allows to add
and remove levels. Eac h snapshot view can be visually analyzed via
zooming, panning, brushi ng, and changing the layout in all views (e.g„
reordering of the matrix) to make visual patterns more apparent [15].
The visual transformations for individual or all snapshot views can be
adjusted by the analyst to enable the adaption of visual metaphors to the
underlying sequence of graphs, such as switching for periods of dense
sequences of graphs to matrix visual ization. The prototype also enables
filtering by specific graph properties (e.g„ node degree) and clustering [26] to reduce overall displayed elements to extract higher-level
feat ures (e.g„ meta-nodes and edges). The background color of each
snapshot view can be mapped to extracted graph metrics and computed
node characteristics (e.g„ clustering coefficient) to node size. To apply
a k-nearest neighbor query, an analyst has to select a specific summary
graph in a snapshot view.
The query interface allows applying specific k-nearest-neighbor
queries to search for similar summary graphs on all or particular levels of temporal granularity. The query interface displays each time
dimension of a level and encodes the currently visualized and already
investigated snapshots via color. This additional information he lps to
keep an overview of the already explored snapshots of all levels. The
timelines can be ordered by different features, such as by the percentage
of explored snapshots. An analyst can select the levels, time interval,
and the summary graph type (e.g„ only union graphs) to apply the
k-nearest neighbor search. The number of k-nearest neighbors is also
configurable. The query results are displayed as dots on the timeline,
and the euclidean distance between the underlying graph embeddings
is mapped to the opacity of the dot. The analyst has to select a subset
of the nearest-neighbors, which are then displayed in the Multiscale
Snapshols visuali:i;alion. The selectec.I res uhs are shown as snapshoL
views and allow users to analyze and compare sirnilar temporal states
in lower or higher temporal granularities against each other.

5

E VAL UAT ION

In the following section, we evaluate the two main components of
the Multisca le Snapshots approac h. We provide a usage scenario to
demonstrate how the visual analytics approach can be utilized to gain an
overview of temporal summaries in a dynamic graph. We furthermore
quantitatively evaluate the si mil arity (k-nearest neighbors) search of
the graph embeddings with synthetic and real-world datasets.

5.1

Usage Scenario

We demonstrate the applicability of our approach using a real-world,
large-scale dynamic graph of the website Reddit [46j. Reddit is a
social news aggregation website with 440 million active users who
1hups:/lgi1hub.com/eren-ck/Mul1iscaleSnapsho1s

can publish and upvote posts of interest (e.g„ link to news sites) in
particular communities (subreddits). The analyzed dataset is a dynamic
hyperlink graph in which nodes are subreddits, and edges are hyperlinks
posted between subreddits.
Tasks In the following, we outline the actions that a fictitious ana lyst
takes to discover structural and temporal changes during the 2016
US presidential elections (see Fig. 4). A task in the visual analysis
of such hyperlinks is to gain an overview of temporal events (e.g„
polilical scandals), identify reoccurring links between communities,
and examine structural changes within groups of subreddits. The visual
analysis of such data with state-of-the-art visual analytics approaches
remains challenging due to the varying duration of such events. For
example, the length of political scandals varies significantly due to
media exposure and their temporal context (e.g„ during elections). In
contrast to previous approaches, Multiscale Snapshots enables us to
detect events/states of different temporal lengths due to the temporal
multiscale modeling.
Dy namic Graph The Reddit dataset [46) comprises hyperlinks between subreddits from the 1st January 2016 to 30th November 2016.
The resulting dynamic graph contains 7974 graphs (grouped by hours),
18546 subreddits (nodes), and 88328 hyperlinks between subreddits
(edges). The timestamped hyperlink posts have a sentiment labe! indicatlng if the post is positive or negative towards the other subreddit.
The dynamic graph index was comp uted using the Graph2Vec [50]
embedding approach for 80 epochs, and three summary graphs for each
snapshot were generated (union, intersection, and disjoint graphs). The
validation of the detected findings is done by comparison to the ground
truth of real historical news coverage.
Initial Setup Per default, our prototype displays the entire graph
as am aggregated node- link diagram (supergraph). Then, based on
the Kamada-Kawai algorith m [43], a global layout is computed for
all snapshot views once. This way, the mental map is preserved
during the visual analysis. Furthermore, snapshot views that display
more than 100 nodes are automatically clustered using the greedy
Clauset-Newman-Moore co mmunity detection algorithm [26] to
reduce the number of nodes and to extract higher-level properties (e.g„
meta-nodes and meta-edges). The clustering of the approximately
8000 nodes of the analyzed data reveals several clusters of subreddits
(e.g„ computer games subreddits).
Starting Point: Election Weck First, the analyst wants to analyze
the e lection week of the 2016 US presidential race (8th November
2016) to identify important groups of political subreddits. The analyst
emers the dates of the election week, and the prototype automatically
searches for the best fitti ng snapshot period using thc intcrval tree.
The prototype depicts a union graph of election week, and the analyst
maps the size of the cluster to the node size to discover large groups
of subreddits (see Fig. 4-A). He selects the largest visible meta-node
and a ll underlying poli tical subreddits of the cluster. He filters these
pol itical subreddits as he assumes that the political subreddits of the
election week have a lso been active in the political discourse of the
whole election.
Similarity Search To identify political events similar to the election
week in the dynamic graph, the analyst searches for similar embeddings
using the election weeks supergrap h. Using the query interface (see
Fig. 4-B), he queries the five nearest neighbors for each level and
sorts the levels by the similarity of the embeddings. The executed
nearest neighbor query is calculated on the unfiltered summary graphs
for each snapshot, which means that the si mil arity search results will
inclu.de fa lse-positives that do not necessarily include any political
subreddits . The analyst discovers that the results of the query are
simi lar embeddings on the second (2-hour periods) and th ird level (4hour periods), which means that these rather short sequences of graphs
cons~st of a subset of hyperlinks similar to the ones during the election
week. The analyst selects the three closest neighbors for both levels
and therefore navigates from a high temporal aggregation (a week) to
a lower granularity (2-4 hours). Three queried snapshots are empty,
meaning thc views do not contain any ofthe previously filtered political
subreddits. The empty views are presumably false positives that capture
othei- graph sub-structures of the election week. The analyst removes
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Fig. 4. The prototype implementation consists of two primary components the Multiscale Snapshots visualization (A) and the query interface (8).
The figures present the visual analysis of the Reddit hyperlink dataset (see Sec. 5.1 ). The displayed nodes are subreddits, and the edges are
timestamped hyperlinks between subreddits with either positive (blue) or negative (red) sentiment. The displayed nodes are subreddits, and the
edges are timestamped hyperlinks between subreddits with either positive (blue) or negative (red) sentiment. The example illustrates by the case of
the 2016 US e lection how the approach allows searching for s imilar temporal states in the dynamic graph. The intermediate steps of the visual
analysis and the resulting interfaces are presented in the sub-figures C-D. In D, the results of the visual analysis by similarity search are displayed,
which are significant events in the timel ine of the presidential election.
the lhree empty snapshots and examines the remaining three snapshots
by changing the visual mapping from a node-link diagrarn to lhe time
series of graph rnetrics.
Fine-G r ained Tempor al Analysis The three remaining snapshots
contain a different amount of nodes. The intersection graph on the
second level contains only one subreddit (the_donald), wh ich means the
subreddit was referenced in both graphs of the snapshot (2 hours). The
analyst discovers that a high-level su mmary graph (disjoint) includes
a displayed snapshot of the second level. The unexpected overlap
steers the analysts towards the low-level disjoint graph, wh ich seems
to also be the peak in the time series of graph metrics. The time
series presents the number of nodes, edges, as weil as connected graph
componenls, the graph density, the average cluslering coefficienl, and
the transitivity over tim e. lt seems that this second level snapshot
is essential for the results of the search as the snapshot has simi lar
graph structures compared to the supergraph of the election week.
The peak is presented as a matrix visualization (see Fig. 4-C) and
can be attributed to the events of the national democratic convention
where H. Clinton was nominated for the presidential election. The
disjoint graph represented as a matrix visualization (see Fig. 4-C) can
be associated to the political event of the democratic nomination H.
Clinton which resulte<l in a cluster of hyperlinks between polilical
subreddits (e.g„ hillarycli111011, asktrwnpsupporters, and garyjohnson)
and other hyperlinks between political subreddits (e.g„ communism/01 ,
altright, and crazyideas) The analyst uses the snapshot (disjoint graph)
for another similarity search. He expects the similarity search to return
more political events because the low-level graph embedding of the
two-hour snapshot contains mainly linked political subreddits.
Searching for Political Events The similarily search finds many
similar snaps hots at different temporal granulari ties, which indicates
that these political events also seem tobe discussed for different periods.
The query returns several similar snapshots of the sixth level with an
interval length of 32 hours, which can refer to potential political events

and their daily news coverage scheme (see Fig. 4-0). The analyst
investigates the different snapshot views, mostly union, and disjoint
graphs, and abstracts all snapshot views with only a few subreddits. The
remaining presented snapshots are on levels 5-7 and contain intervals
of 16, 32, and 64 hours. The analyst maps the average clustering
coefficient to the background color of each snapshot view to identify
periods with structural clusters. He changes the visual metaphors of the
dense snapshots to matrix visualizations and the higher-level periods
to the time-series metaphor. The different visual metaphors allow the
an.alyst to put the events on lower levels into the overall temporal
context, for example, lhe analyst can relate how the linkage behavior
between subreddits declines after political scandals.
Political Events and Scandals The analyst then visually analyzes
the periods and sees that during the selected periods political subreddits
lin.k each other, mainly in a positive (blue edge) or negative (red edge)
way. Various subreddits such as the.donald and asktrumpsupporters
usua ll y have positive hyperlinks between each other. He examines
external resources of the ti meline of major events for the 2016 US
elections and can refer the presented snapshot views to events in the
presidential race. The sixth level of the hierarchy displays several GOP
(repub lican party) political debates, B. Sanders dropping out of the
primary election, and the H. Clinton Email affair. The analyst is also
ab le to identify structural changes between the views, for instance,
after B. Sanders drops the linking activity of some subreddits (e.g„
SandersForPresident or Democralic Socialism) declines. The snapshot
view of 6-7th October on the fifth level stands out as it most ly contains
negative links between the subreddits. The analyst can relate the period
to the leaked tapes of the 2005 Access Hollywood show in which D.
Trump brags about sexual exploits and also on the same day WikiLeaks
published the email of H. Clintons campaign manager revealing her
pa:id Wall Street speeches. The analyst wants to analyze this snapshot
further and displays the supergraph as an animated node-link diagram to
examine the spread of news between the subreddits on an hourly basis.
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Du ring the funher analysis of snapshot views, the analyst can also detect
other events, for instancc. thc final nomination of D. Trump by the GOP,
which rcsults in visible changcs in the time series plot of graph metrics.
He also detects some events. which hc cannot relate to actual major
political events directly. Those evcnts are probably general political
discussions initiated by Reddit uscrs or targeted distribution of news
from public-relations groups or political bots. To further iovestigate
such events, thc analyst can select these non-assignable events and
search for similar periods. for example, to identify the reoccurring post
of political boL~.

5.2 Experimental Evaluation
The generated graph cmbeddings for the multiscale snapshots are independent of any analytical task and can be used for clustering, graph
prcdiction, and outlier detection. Tn the following, we show that the
multiscale graph embeddings allow us to search for similar sequences
of graphs. Across all experiments, wc usc thc same parameter settings
for the genemtion of the multiscale index.
Problem Hackground A similarity search for a set of graphs can
be interprctcd as a qucry to return k-nea rest neighbors to a specific
graph. An exhaustivc simple brutc-force algorithm wou ld compute the
distance between all graphs. for examplc, the graph editing distance
(GE D) [21] and retum the list of k ncarest graphs. However, the
extensive brute-force approach does not scale as the GED computation
is not feasiblc for graphs with more than 16 nodes [ 18]. Therefore,
heuristics arc usually applicd to decrease the computation effort of knearest ncighbor queries. which in turn frequcntly reduces the accuracy
of the results. In the following, we apply window queries for sequences
of graphs to show that summariz.ation methods (e.g., union graph) can
capture some temporal characteristics.
Datascts We evaluate th e performance of similarity searcb oo syothetic and real-world data. We generated five synthetic dynamic graphs
using the dynamic stochastic block model with diminishing communities [35]. The synthetic datasets consist of 150 nodes with three
communities and IOO-time steps, containing varying amounts of diminishing communities (up to 20-time steps) in which two nocles are
exchanged for each time step. We evaluate the approach with realworld datasets. The Reddit data [46] is a dynamic hyperlink grapb witb
subreddits (nocles) and hyperlinks or crossposts between subreddits
(edges). The Wildpedia dataset [53 J consists of a dynamic graph that
captures the editing behavior (edge) between Wikipedia Talk pages
(nodes). For each real -world dataset, we preprocess the data by computing a supergrap h fo r eac h hour, which generates descriptive dynamic
graphs with more than two nodes per time step. We evaluated our
approach on random ly picked subsets ( 100 graphs) of the real-world
data. We select a subset of thc data as the computation of the following
ground truth is quite expensive.
Ground Truth We calculate a ground-truth similarity score for tbe
k-nearest neighbor search by computing the distance between the input
and all other graphs. We employ the following similarity measure between two graphs. Our similarity measurement first moclels the graphs
a.~ two adjacency matriccs A and R and then compute for each matrix
the singular values via the singular value decomposition. Afterward.
we calculate the f11or111 using

s

Jnorm =

E <Jf
i=O

We define the distance betwcen two graphs as

madi.w(A,8) = lfnorm(A) - fnorm( B)I
Using the given similarity measurement, we compute tbe distances
between all graphs to obtain a ground-truth of k-nearest neighbors.
Baseline Methods Wc used three unsupervised graph leaming methocls on thc dcscribed dataseL~. The graph embeddings are applied
once with and once without thc multiscalc temporal modeling. Wc
used the following graph embedding mcthods with the described input
parnmeters:

• gra ph2vec 1501: 250 cpochs, 0.025 leaming rate, 2 WeisfeilerLehman itcrations. and 128 dimensions.
• GL2Vcc [24]: 250 epochs, 0.025 leaming rate, and 128 diinensions.
• FGSD [61]: 200 numberofhistogram bins with a the histogram
range of20.
For window queries for the single graph embeddings witbout any summarization methocls. we utilite the median value ofthe embeddings as
the representative value of the interval. We use the median as the average of the embeddings as these can lead 10 potential distortions in the
embedded space. For the muhiscale temporal embedding, we applied
only one temporal summarization method to generate a union graph for
each snapshot. The sea rched intervals for the k nearest neighbor search
are extracted before training of embedding techniques. We randomJy
extracted live intervals with different lengths ( 1 - 8) from the dynamic
graph and randomly removed one node from each graph.
Evaluation Mctrics The followi ng metrics are used to evaluate the
approach. We compu te the accuracy of the 5-nearest neighbor queries
based on the ground-truth. For the accuracy computalion, we do not
incorporate the ordering of the nearest neighbors and expect only the
presence in the result set.
Experim ental Setup All experiments were computed on a computer
with two CPU corcs (Intel i7-6567U 3.30GHz) and 16 GB RAM. The
cxpcrimcnt was rcpcatcd live timcs, and lhe average accuracy was
computed for each randomly picked interval with different lengths.
Results The results are described in Table 2. The results indicate
that FGSD [611 works best to identify nearest neighbors on an embedding basis u ing thc median. The results show tbat the single graph
embeddings have a higher accuracy on the synthetic data. In contrast,
the real-world datasets indicate different results by demonstrating equal
or improved results by using the multiscale index for longer intervals
(< 4). An explanation for this can be the fact that tbere is a drastic difference between the topology of the synthetic and real-world datasets.
For example, in thc real-world data nocles and edges are added and
removed more frequently berween time steps. The synthetically generated dataset has a quite high density, while in contrast to this, the
real-world datasets are much more sparse. For example, in the synthetic data, the nodes are just moved bctween the clusters, so only edges
change over time. These synthetic properties prevent supergraphs from
encoding thc topological changes over time. Therefore, the multiscale
graph indcx rcquircs a different temporal sum mari zation method to
capture the changes of the synthctic datasct (e.g., disjoint graph).

6

D ISCUSSIO N

The Multiscale Snapshots approach consists of three steps: (1) applying
tempoml summarization methods, (2) utilizing graph embedding metbocls to reduce the size of the generated graph summaries, and (3) the
visual analysis of the generated snapshots. Our quantitative evaluation
indicates the usefulncss of Lhe multiscale graph embeddings. and the
usage scenario shows the application of the approach 10 real-world data.
Overall tbe utility of the approach yet depends on multiple aspects (e.g„
summarization methocl and graph embedding), the data cbaracteristics
(e.g„ data djstribution). and the task at hand (e.g., outlier analysis).
Steps (1-2) involve multiple methods with parameters. For inslance,
the graph embeddings mcthods rcquire a dcfinilion of the number of layers and epochs. For an analyst, such parameter choices pose a chaUenge
as he has to dctcrmi ne suitable methocls and their input parameters to
gcneratc useful embcddings. Wc consider the flexibility of using different temporal summarization methods and graph embeddings a.s an
advantage of our approach and a possibility for future work.
Another challenge for steps ( 1-2) is the computational scalability for
the precomputation of thc embeddings. For example, the computation
of a dynamic graph of lcngth T with 1VJ nodes and IEI edges require for
only u nion graphs 0(/og(T) · (IVJ + IEI)) memory and time complexity.
We speed up the computation of temporal su mmaries by parallelizing
each levels snapshot generation and the usage of an interval tree. Goyal
and Ferrnra 1361 surveyed th c tim e complexity of graph embeddings,
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Synthetic Data

lntcr val Jcngth
Graph2Vec
GL2Vec
FGSD
Multiscale Graph2Vec
Muhiscale GL2Vec
Multiscale FGSD

0.096
0.096
0.146
0.148
0.148
0.146

Reddit Data [46]

2

3

4

8

0.146
0.122
0.224
0.072
0.072
0.096

0.096
0.024
0.198
0.()96
O.Cl96
0.096

0. 15
0.024
0.198
0.072
0.072
0.072

0 .096
0
0 .048
0.122
0.122
0.122

2
0.332
0.198
0.464
0.266
0.198
0.264

0.066
0.132
0.332
0.264
0.132
0.264

3

1

0
0.266
0
0
O.Cl66
0

Wikipedia Data [53)

4

8

0
0.066
0.132
0.066
0.132
0

0264
0.066
0.066
0.264
0.4
0.332

1

2

0
0.066
0.866
0.234
0.234
0.466

0
0
0.132
0.066
0.066
0.066

1

3

0
0.066
0.066
0.(l66
0. 198
0.2

1

4

8

0
0
0.132
0.066
0.132
0.198

0 .066
0.066
0 .134
0.198
0.198
0.266

Table 2. The Table presents the quanti tative evaluation results of the k-nearest neighbor search with and without the multiscale graph index for
different graph embedding methods. The average accuracy values for window queries of different lengths (1-8) are depicted for each dataset. The
experiment was repeated live times on synthetically generated data and with randomly selected subsets of real-world data. The results of lhe
evaluation indicate an improved accuracy on window queries on the listed real-world dataset.
and scalable embeddings run in the time complexity of O(IEI). Due to
the time and memory complexities, we suggest computing the graph
embeddings for !arge scale dynamic graphs on a server.
Step (3) aims to display the temporal dimension at multiple scales,
which poses new user-related aesthetic challenges [ 12]. Topreserve
the mental map, we compute and use only one layout for each applied
visual metaphor (e.g„ global node-link diagram layout). An analyst
can change the global layout for all snapshot views, for instance, by
reordering the cells and rows of the adjacency matrix visualization.
The snapshot views can also resu lt in adjacent snapshots that display
different dynamic graph visualization (e.g„ node-link and matrix visualization). Consequently, the mental map between such views cannot be
preserved as it is not possible to track and identify changes efficiently.
We provide brushing and linking methods to minimize the cognitive
load of identifying nodes in different visual metaphors. Another limitation of our approach is the fact that specific snapshots can be mistaken
for other periods (temporal aliases (12)). We aim to overcome such
temporal aliases by displaying the period in each snapshot view and
the time context bar highlighting the underlying period in the overall
tempora l context. We consider these aesthetic challenges [ 12] as open
possibilities for the development of new methods for the interactive
comparison of two or more snapshots at different granularities. For
example, the investigation of how such mixed visual metaphors impact
the overall user experiences poses an opportunity for future work.
The applied methods during the visual analysis inHuence the cornputational and visual scalability of our approach. For instance, the live
computation of displayed graph sumrnaries scales linearly to the number of time steps and the size of the evolving graphs. Furthermore, the
real-time analysis of snapshots can suffer based on the algorithmic time
complexities of applied methods, for example, the Clauset-NewmanMoore comrnunity detection algorithm [26j. A possible solution to
these challenges is to investigate how graph embeddings can be utilized
to guide an analyst towards temporal changes to speed up the analys is
process. Furthermore, the display space limits the visual scalability
and readabi lity of structural properties in a snapshot view since they
depend on the number of presented snapshots. To address this, we limit
and automatically abstract the nu mber of depicted snapshot views to
provide visuall y readable representations. The li mit for the number of
snapshots is adjustable and is as a heuristic limited to six snapshot views
for each level. The visual scalability can also be increased by adapting
the visua l metaphors based on graph properties, such as, automatically
presenting matrix-based visualization for dense graphs.
We showed the applicability of the approach through the visual analysis of similar periods in a dynamic hyperl ink graph, which requi red an
initial starti ng point for the similarity search (e.g., the election week).
An analyst has tobe aware of such states in advance or apply automated
analysis rnethods to identify them, for instance, by us ing change-point
detection [5] algorith ms on the graph embeddings. Furthermore, the
variety of functionality also affect5 the usability of the approach since
the application prototype can be challenging to use for untrained users.
In general, the usage of user guidance in combination with the potential
application of more automatic analysis methods (e.g., outlier detection
algorithrns), can help toset high-level snapshots in the contex t of lowlevel snapshots, drill down the tempo ral hierarchy, and steer the user
towards a useful combination of data and visual transformations to highli ght specific trends. For example, the utilization of sub-queries in the

temporal hierarchy can be used to steer an analyst towards fine-grained
states with particular graph properties (e.g„ motifs).
A limitation of our work is the lack of a formal comparative study to
compare Multiscale Snapshots with other visual analytics approaches.
In general, such a comparison remains challenging as our approach allows us to integrate visualization techniques (e.g„ van Elzen et al. [60)),
which is a simple way to increase the overall task coverage. Despite
the shortage of a comparative study, our quantitative evaluation and the
usage scenario highlight key benefits of our approach, such as the rnultiscale embedding of sequences of graphs to speeds up analytical tasks
(e.g„ similar ity searc h). Graph embeddings come with the sacrifice
of information loss compared to methods such as the computation of
graph editing distance (GED) [21). In future work, we aim to overcome
shortcomings by integrating new visual metaphors to allow analysts
to examine snapshots and their graph embeddings to understand and
interpret the quality of the underlying graph embeddings.
7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Multiscale Snapshots, a visual analytics
approach, to provide an overview of a dynamic graph. The approach
consists of three steps: creating multiscale temporal summaries, applying graph embeddi ngs, and the semi-automatic visual analysis. The
combination of the steps enables us to visually explore how temporal
and structural properties affect the overall dynam ic graph. We implemented a prototype and showed in a quantitative evaluation that
the approach helps to identify similar temporal states in artificial and
real-world dynamic graphs. We also show the applicability by a usage
scenario analyzing a real-world dataset, demonstrating that patterns in
dynamic graphs can be visually analyzed over time.
The app lication of M ultiscale Snapshots and the underly ing mu ltiscale temporal analysis paradigm is not limited to dynamic graphs and
can be extended in several ways to work with any temporal data. For
instance, the Multiscale Snapshots approach can be adjusted to Support
the user-driven analysis of multivariate time-series data.
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